Redox signaling in human pathogens.
In recent studies of human bacterial pathogens, oxidation sensing and regulation have been shown to impact very diverse pathways that extend beyond inducing antioxidant genes in the bacteria. In fact, some redox-sensitive regulatory proteins act as major regulators of bacteria's adaptability to oxidative stress, an ability that originates from immune host response as well as antibiotic stress. Such proteins play particularly important roles in pathogenic bacteria S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, and M. tuberculosis in part because reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species present significant challenges for pathogens during infection. Herein, we review recent progress toward the identification and understanding of oxidation sensing and regulation in human pathogens. The newly identified redox switches in pathogens are a focus of this review. We will cover several reactive oxygen species-sensing global regulators in both gram-positive and gram-negative pathogenic bacteria in detail. The following discussion of the mechanisms that these proteins employ to sense redox signals through covalent modification of redox active amino acid residues or associated metalloprotein centers will provide further understanding of bacteria pathogenesis, antibiotic resistance, and host-pathogen interaction.